Abstract-A cyclic controller is evolved in the first person shooter computer game Quake II, to learn to attack a randomly moving enemy in a simple room by using only visual inputs. The chromosome of a genetic algorithm represents a cyclical controller that reads grayscale information from the gameplay screen to determine how far to jump forward in the program and what actions to perform. The cyclic controller learns to effectively find and shoot the enemy, and outperforms our previously published neural network solution for the same problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
Humans are able to accomplish a large variety of complex tasks using a two-dimensional visual image. Cameramounted vehicles can be controlled remotely by humans. Complex video games are played using a two-dimensional screen as the main informational output to the human players. A doctor can perform surgery remotely using a transmitted camera image attached to a robotic arm. Two dimensional visual information is useful to humans, who have an extremely complex visual system built to quickly process raw visual data. Computer algorithms designed to process raw visual data are generally also very complex, and computationally intensive due to the large number of color values usually mapped over an image. Processing a series of images in real-time, such as may be needed for a cameramounted autonomous vehicle, is difficult because the visual computation must be fast enough to finish before the next image needs to be processed.
There are some examples of research that use neural networks with raw visual input as controllers in a realtime environment. Pomerleau trained a neural network with backpropagation to drive a van using a 30x32 grayscale image as input [1] . The controller was trained in real time to imitate a human driver. Baluja repeated the experiment, replacing the backpropagation learning with an evolutionary computation model that allowed for more robust control, but limited the training to recorded sets rather than real-time observations of the driver [2] . A car controller was trained to use active vision to race around a track in a realistic driving simulator in research by Floreano et al. [3] . Kohl et al. trained another virtual car-racing controller using a 20x14 grayscale input image and NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies to evolve a vehicle warning system [6] . They then transferred this technique to an actual robot with a mounted camera. Through these experiments neural networks were shown to be a useful controller design for real-time visual control.
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Many vision research experiments that take place in a virtual world use synthetic vision [4] [5] to simplify the visual field before processing is performed by the controller. This pre-processing might change the color of objects to simplify the distinction of angles, entities, and movements. Extravisual data such as distance values might be included with every color input. Enrique et al. re-rendered the visual input as two separate color-coded views; one displayed the color according to the velocity of the object, and one displayed color according to wall-angle or entity identification. They used this high-level visual data to hand-code a robot controller that could navigate a map and pick up boxes of health [4] . In research by Renault et al., an agent was handcoded to use extra-visual pixel data to walk down a hallway; every pixel contained a distance-from-agent value, an entity identifier value, and a color value [5] . The preprocessing used in Synthetic Vision is useful for simplifying the raw visual input before it gets to a controller, but unfortunately much of Synthetic Vision requires extra-visual information that is difficult to obtain in real-world applications.
First Person Shooters (FPS) are a popular 3-dimensional game genre that immerse a player in an environment to participate in a simulated gunfight (figure 1). FPSs have been used often for AI research. Bauckhage et al. conducted research that used pre-recorded demos of human players to teach separate neural networks: one network learned to aim during combat by changing yaw and pitch, another to change x and y velocity during combat, and another to traverse the map [7] . In research by Zanetti and El Rhalibi, neural networks were trained for Quake III to maneuver an agent through the map, perform combat, and collect items. Their research used neuroevolution to evolve the network to imitate pre-recored demos by human players, using the player's location and weapon information as inputs [8] . Quake II was used again by Graham et al. along with neuroevolution to learn path-finding strategies and obstacle avoidance [10] . A Neural Gas method was used by Thurau et al. to train an agent in Quake II to navigate waypoints by observing the movements of real players in pre-recorded demos [9] .
In our previous research using vision based controllers for Quake II, an agent controlled by a simple recurrent network [12] was trained by neuroevolution to shoot a moving opponent in an open room [13] . The experiment compared two layouts for the visual input. Both layouts used a lowresolution 14x2 grid of input blocks, each activated to the average grayscale value of the pixels covered by the block. A uniform retina layout used 28 blocks of identical size, and a graduated density retina used the same number of blocks, but varied the size of the blocks in order to provide higher resolution near the center of the the agent's field of vision and lower resolution at the periphery. Experiments showed that neuroevolution produced more effective controllers for the graduated density retina than it did for the uniform retina. In fact, only one of six attempts to train the agent using a uniform retina produced a controller substantially better than those in the initial random population, whereas all six attempts to train the agent using a graduated density retina succeeded.
Although the graduated density neural network learned to successfully attack the enemy, its behavior was not as lethal as desired and much time was required for the evolution. The agents trained also seemed to lack concise and decisive behavior; they mainly spun in a circle at a certain speed, shooting constantly, and slowed their turn only when the enemy centrally appeared. It also appeared that the network was only using a few of the central visual inputs for its behavior and neglected entirely the peripheral inputs. These unused inputs were nevertheless computed in each calculation of the neural network. These problems inspired us to look for another solution that would learn more decisive behavior faster than our previous neural network and would also use less computation.
For the experiment reported in this paper, we use a genetic algorithm to evolve chromosomes that represent a cyclic program that consists of instructions to look at regions of the screen and to performs actions. The cyclic program encodes the size and location of the visual regions to read. By comparing the grayscale value of the regions to learned threshholds, the program can either jump ahead in the program or step to the next command. Action commands control the full movement of the autonomous agent. This cyclic controller allows for complex behavior that is comparable to a similarly sized neural network, but with minimal computation and faster learning time.
II. THE QUAKE II ENVIRONMENT
For the work reported here we use the Quake II engine by Id Software, Inc. as our platform for research. Quake II is an FPS that requires players to fight their way out of a maze on an alien world. It supports multiplayer gameplay for a large number of players in a shared environment. The graphics are dreary and realistic (figure 1). There are many tools available to create custom modifications of the game by changing the models, sounds, maps, and game rules.
We chose Quake II out of many possible FPS engines for several key reasons. First, the code for the game engine is open-source, which is essential for modifying code for experiments and distributing the results. The game engine is licensed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), and the code will compile on most UNIX-like operating systems [11] . The second most important feature of the game is that it is able to render the first-person view in software mode. Other open source FPS engines are available, but most of them only render views via a hardware graphics processing unit (GPU). Using an engine that supports software rendering makes it possible to run multiple experiments simultaneously on a single computer, or to run experiments in a grid or cluster environment where hardware rendering is not supported.
The preprogrammed opponents for Quake II, called bots, usually run directly on the game server. These bots cannot access the screen buffer because the server does not render the game world; it only calculates physics and implements game rules. We implemented our visual controller into a client rather than the server, because Quake II clients render their own views of the world based on information provided by the server. The pixel values of the view rendered by the client can be read and preprocessed as needed for experiments with visual controllers.
III. THE EXPERIMENT
For the current experiment we duplicated our earlier experimental setup for testing retinal layouts with a neural controller [13] . To simplify these initial experiments in visual control, that setup replaces the default low-contrast Quake II environment with a custom high-contrast environment that makes it easy to distinguish the opponent from the wall, ceiling, and floor (figure 2). Our map is a single open room, about the size of half a basketball court.
In multiplayer mode, players and bots enter or re-enter the game through spawn portals. If an entering agent spawns at a place occupied by another agent already in the environment, the existing agent is killed by the spawner. To prevent these accidental "spawn kills" we placed the spawn portals for our test environment above the playing area; entering agents drop to the floor without a risk of accidentally killing their opponent.
In this experiment the goal for the learning agent is to kill a hard-coded enemy opponent. The enemy never shoots, but simply walks around the room with a random side movement speed, a random forward and back movement speed, and a random directional changing speed. These values are all rechosen individually at random time intervals. This creates a random movement pattern that is still reminiscent of a human player's movement. The learning agent is equipped with a blaster weapon that fires lethal energized plasma bolts; one shot will instantly kill the enemy opponent. The blaster shots travel at a non-infinite speed so the aiming often requires leading to hit a moving target. As the blaster is fired, the blaster energy reservoir is depleted by 5. It can charge up to 25 by disuse, and when fully charged it can fire 5 shots in rapid succession, and less than 5 if it is less charged. We added this feature to give the agent more incentive to learn to shoot only when necessary. Fig. 3 . An instruction consists of five genes. The first gene determines if the instruction is a weak or strong action or a jump and its corresponding jumping distance. The jump instruction looks at a square of pixels and compares the grayscale value to one of its genes to determine whether to jump or step to the next instruction. The action gene controls the agent's behavior for that frame of gameplay.
IV. THE CYCLIC CONTROLLER
The cyclic controller used in this experiment is inspired by those used in previous experiments with Xpilot-AI [14] . The controller's behavior is specified as a list of instructions, each consisting of five floating-point numbers. There are two types of instructions: jumps and actions. For the visual controller, jump instructions specify a region of the visual field to examine and a conditional jump to another point in the program, depending on the average grayscale value of that region. Action instructions control the agent's behavior. The first gene of an instruction indicates if the instruction is a jump or action instruction. In this experiment if the gene is greater than -0.8 then it is a jump instruction; otherwise it is an action instruction. The low threshold favors the creation of jump instructions, to encourage the evolution of programs that examine multiple regions of the visual input before instructing the agent to take an action. The remaining 4 genes in the instruction are used differently depending if the instruction is jump or action, as described below.
A. Jump Instructions
The 4 remaining genes in a jump instruction determine where to look in the agent's 320x240 pixel field of view, and what to do about it. One gene in the instruction specifies the pixel width and height of a square region to examine. The floating point value of the gene is converted into an integer by the equation
where g is the fp value of the gene. Two more genes specify the x and y values for the center of the region, as follows:
11 − size 2 y = 120 + 120 * tanh(g) 11 − size 2 The equations are exponential to increase the probability that the selected region will be near the center of the agent's field of view. Visual data near the center of the screen tends to be more important for this task, as shown in the earlier retinal layout experiments.
The grayscale values of the pixels in the selected region are averaged to give a number in the range [0, 1]; that average is compared with the final gene of the instruction, called the threshhold gene. If the threshold is positive, then if the average grayscale value is greater than or equal to the threshold the program will execute a jump. If the threshold's value is negative, then if the average grayscale value is less than or equal to the absolute value of the threshold the program will jump. If there is no jump, execution falls through to the next instruction.
To calculate the jump value we use the first indicator gene, which was also used to indicate if it was a jump or action instruction. The range for the jump is between -0.8 and 1.0, so we squash this range down by adding 0.8 to the indicator gene, then dividing it by 1.8, to get a jump value between 0.0 and 1.0. The jump value represents the percentage of the chromosome it should jump, so that, for example, a value of 0.5 jumps forward half the length of the chromosome, 0.0 remains at the same instruction, and 1.0 loops around the entire chromosome back to the original jumping instruction. The chromosome, theoretically, is cyclic, so there is no end or beginning, but rather loops around indefinitely. In reality the chromosome is a list of floating point numbers and we create the cyclic functionality by using the modulo function to keep the new jump locations within the list. The instructions are strictly separated by every five genes so the jumps always go to the beginning of an instruction. We distinguish weak and strong action instructions. The instruction type indicator gene specifies whether the instruction is strong or weak: values less than -0.8 specified that it is an action instruction rather than a jump instruction; values less than -0.9 further specify that it is a strong action instruction, while values between -0.9 and -0.8 specify that it is a weak action instruction. The weak instructions allow the program to decide on actions to be performed when there is no more pressing action to be taken, as follows.
B. Action Instructions
When an agent first enters into the game arena for evaluation, its cyclic program starts execution at the beginning of the list of numbers in its chromosome. Quake II calculates the physics and display of the gameworld at a rate of 40 frames per second; during each frame, the cyclic program executes until it reaches a strong action or any instruction that it has already encountered during the current frame. Any time it encounters a weak action instruction, it saves the instruction in a "last action" variable. If the program ever reaches a strong action instruction it stops, saves that action into the "last action" variable, and sends the agent controls specified by the action to the game server. If a previously encountered instruction is encountered a second time before any strong action instruction, then whatever is currently stored in the "last action" variable is executed: if the duplicate instruction is a weak action, then that action will execute because it was stored in the variable when previously encountered; if the duplicate instruction is a jump then the stored value will still be whatever action was executed during the previous frame of gameplay. At the beginning of the next frame of gameplay the program resumes execution at the next sequential instruction. When the agent first enters the arena the "last action" variable is set to all zeros, which would make the agent sit still and not shoot. This action gene setup allows for diverse and timedependent behaviors.
V. TRAINING
We use a Queue Genetic Algorithm (QGA) to evolve the population of chromosomes [14] . A QGA is a first-in-firstout steady-state genetic algorithm. It uses a queue to store the population of chromosomes; the oldest individuals are at the head of the queue and the newest at the tail. Whenever a new individual is needed, it is created by stochastically selecting two parents from the queue by roulette wheel selection and performing crossover between the two parents to create a new child. The child is tested and then added to the tail of the queue, and the oldest individual is dequeued from the head and discarded. The QGA was designed to be easily distributed across a network. This is particularly important with real-time computer games like Quake II, where the game was designed to run at a low speed suitable for human play, and can not be accelerated much without disturbing its network timing and gameplay performance. With a QGA we can easily distribute the fitness evaluations over several simulations running independently on separate computers; the evaluation of one chromosome can begin before the evaluation of the previous one is completed. For this experiment we used a population size (queue length) of 128 chromosomes, each specifying a full 91-instruction cyclic program. The initial population is filled with chromosomes composed of random floating point numbers in the range [−1, 1]. Breeding uses uniform crossover, with equal chance of drawing each gene from either parent. The chromosome resulting from the crossover is mutated with an independent 10% chance of mutation per gene. The mutations are calculated as a delta drawn from a sharply peaked random distribution, log(n) 10 * random(−1or1), where n is a random number in the range [0, 1]. This produces small deltas with a high probability and larger deltas with a low probability.
The process for testing each individual chromosome is as follows:
1) The learning agent appears in the room and drops to the floor. 2) The agent is given 24 seconds to kill as many enemy 'bots' as it can. 3) Whenever an enemy is killed, it promptly respawns at some random location in the room.
4)
After 24 seconds the current learning agent is removed and the fitness for its chromosome is reported.
In order to increase selection pressure we report the fitness as (5n) 2 , where n is the number of kills. Due to the difficulty of the problem and the brief delay between a death of the enemy and its reappearance, the maximum number of kills possible in 24 seconds is about 12.
In our previously published retinal layout experiment, during the start of the evolution the enemy stood completely still. Whenever the population's average fitness reached a certain level the enemy increased slightly in speed. This shaping of the enemy's difficulty enabled the neural network to learn to shoot a quickly moving opponent. Without shaping, with a completely fresh, random population against a quick moving opponent, we found that the network was unable to learn. In order to compare our new cyclic controller to the older neural network we have duplicated the same shaping of the enemy's speed, as well as used the same map and parameters. Unfortunately, when the cyclic controller was first evolved on this problem with a normal QGA, one out of six tests never achieved a fitness much higher than the initial random population. This can be fixed in several ways. One way is to just ignore the poor tests and use the controllers from the good tests, which would be fine for this experiment since we know that most of the tests will be good. However, we wanted to fix the problem on this experiment so that in future when we try more difficult experiments we will have a technique that will more likely always find some solution. To do this we first looked into Delta-coding, as was used in research by Gomez and Miikkulainen [15] . This technique helps populations when they become stagnant by grabbing the best individual and creating a new population based off of that individual. The new individuals are made up of genes that are randomly mutated along a Cauchy distribution. Deltacoding is not the best solution for our problem because it is suited for pulling converged populations out of stagnation; our stagnation occurs at the time that the population has yet to converge. Delta-coding also requires a best individual; our "best" individuals, at the early stages in evolution, can often be very lucky individuals with no desirable skill, so it is too inconsistent to build a new population off of a best individual in our case.
We settled on a simple solution that temporarily increases the mutation of a population for one generation at certain times. The population has 40 generations to evolve; after the 40th generation the average fitnesses of the previous 40 generations are averaged together and that average is compared with the average of the current generation. If the current generation's average fitness is less than the average of the previous 40 then the population is assumed to be stagnant and the next generation has a much greater mutation rate. If the current generation's fitness is greater than or equal to the previous 40, then its average fitness is averaged together with the previous 40 and then the next generation is tested normally. The increased mutation rate is like the normal mutation, but there is a 50% chance that each gene will be mutated instead of 10%, and the mutation per gene is calculated by adding a larger delta, log(n) 2 10 * random(−1or1), to the gene's original value. This temporary increase in mutation adequately pulls populations out of stagnation and also helps to stimulate more mature populations that are converged but are not improving.
VI. RESULTS
The cyclic visual controller performed quite well and learned an effective and computationally simple way to kill the enemy. The basic successful behavior is to turn in one direction quickly, looking mostly at one or two blocks near the center of the screen. Whenever one of those blocks darkens the controller goes into a loop of shooting at the enemy. All six tests learned this basic behavior and a shooting behavior. Some tests turned from right to left quickly, showering the enemy with a spray of shots. The more successful tests also side-stepped in one direction while firing at the enemy so that the burst of shots formed a wall that would likely kill the quickly moving enemy. Figure 5 shows the average of the average fitnesses of the six tests, which begins at generation zero with an average fitness of about 50, or 1.4 kills per turn, and increases up to a little over 400 by the 500th generation; about 4 kills per turn. More importantly, because the average fitness of each test often peaked above the fitness bar of 400, the enemy's speed increased rapidly up to over 90% its full speed. In five of the six tests the enemy reached full speed, and the sixth reached 63% speed, which is about the same as the average speed reached by the neural network tests. That the tests could increase the enemy's speed so rapidly shows that the evolution of these cyclic controllers can quickly make adaptations to adjust to the enemy's faster speeds. Fig. 6 . An in-game screenshot from one of the tests. The left side is the view of the game as generated by the Quake II engine. The right side is the agent's view. Each block where the agent is looking in that frame of gameplay is outlined in black and filled with the grayscale color value of that location on the actual game screen. See Figure 7 for the block-input layout of this controller while it is scanning for the enemy.
There were great variations in the retinal layouts evolved in this experiment. The retinal layouts are generated by the controller executing a series of jump instructions in a frame, either until a jump condition is reached or until an action is performed. Figure 6 shows the in-game screenshot and the coinciding retinal layout for a controller as it is shooting the enemy. This retinal layout differs from the layout generated when the same controller is scanning for the enemy, as seen in Figure 7 . The retinal layout used when the controller is shooting the enemy has two extra larger input blocks on either side of the center, which are likely used to determine which direction to turn if the enemy leaves the center. Some of the tests developed a more simplistic solution; the simplest is seen in Figure 8 ; this controller only uses two block inputs while scanning for the enemy. Allowing the controller to choose its inputs creates an interesting variety of behavior that also executes minimalistic processing. Fig. 7 . The evolved block input layout differed between scanning for the enemy and shooting at him. This is a screenshot of the block layout of the same controller from Figure 6 , taken while the controller scans for the enemy. In Figure 6 , the controller has found the enemy and is shooting at him.
We set up this experiment so that it could easily compare with the behavior of the neural network from our previous retinal layout experiment [13] . The neural network had 28 block inputs in the layout of a graduated density retina, a recurrent hidden layer [12] , and four outputs: forward/back, right/left, turn, shoot. The network learned with neuroevolution, with a chromosome of floating point numbers that represent the weights of the network. The chromosome was evolved using a Queue Genetic Algorithm. Because all of its tests consistently learned, the evolution did not involve any temporary increase in mutation. Figure 9 shows the average of the average fitnesses for the 6 tests using the neural network. The average fitness consistently reaches between 350 and 400 for the second half of the evolution, which is comparable to the cyclic controller. However, the speed of the enemy is rather low, only reaching about 60% of its full speed by the end of the evolution. To graph the combination of fitness and enemy speed, we multiply the fitness by one plus the enemy speed. We add one to the enemy speed so that when the speed is zero the fitness will still appear. Looking at the combination graph for the cyclic controller [ Fig. 10 ] as compared to the neural network [ Fig. 11 ] we can see that Fig. 9 . Average fitness of neural network populations averaged over six tests. The large solid line, which represents the ability to kill the enemy, is comparable to the cyclic controller. The dashed line, which represents the speed of the enemy, was not able to climb as high as in the cyclic tests (Fig. 5) the combined fitness and enemy speed is much greater than with the neural network.
These results show that the cyclic controller learned faster than our neural network. This does not mean that cyclic controllers are necessarily better than evolved neural networks for real time visual applications; our neural network was "naive" in that it had only a flat hidden layer, which did not preserve any information about the relative positions of the inputs. Not only this, our neural network had a set number of inputs and could not evolve its retinal layout. The cyclic controller could easily prune off its unnecessary inputs and keep its control cycle simple. Because the cyclic controller could remain simple it was easier for it to adapt to changes in the enemy's speed. For instance, if the new change needed to successfully hit the enemy was a slight side-step to the right when firing, the cyclic controller would need only to change that value for one or two of its dominant action genes. The neural network, however, would likely need to adjust several weights in combination. It would not only need to adjust the weights to do the side-stepping while shooting, but also readjust other weights so that it did not also side-step when not shooting.
The cyclic controllers executed on average only about 18 of their 91 instructions per turn and skipped over the others. The maximum number of instructions used by any chromosome sampled was 48. This small average usage indicates that it may be possible to reduce the chromosome size for this particular problem and still achieve similar success; however, it may be that providing more chromosome space than what is directly used is beneficial for the controllers because it allows the jumps the be clumsier and less precise in order to jump to particular functional regions of the chromosome. Some of the controllers took advantage of the weak and strong specification for the action instructions. A sampling of the controllers showed that 11.7% of the action instructions that were called were weak action instructions. Some of the tests used the weak action instructions as dummies that were always followed by a strong action instruction. Other tests used the weak instructions to control the agent as intended; in one test 45% of all action instructions called were weak and the strong action instructions only controlled the agent 65% of the time. Probably the reason that weak action instructions were not used more is because only indicators between -0.8 and -0.9 specified that the instruction was weak; anything below -0.9 specified a strong instruction. This provides a fair balance between weak and strong action instructions at the start of the evolution, but eventually the mutations change the instructions to below -1.0 and distort the even balance. This type of cyclical genetic structure has successfully been used before to control bots in Xpilot-AI [14] . Ashlock developed a similar system called "ISAc lists", which are lists that consist of ISAc nodes; each of which contain information about which inputs to compare to one another, how to compare them, and what action or jump to do [16] . ISAc lists were used successfully by Ashlock in a later experiment that simulated grid-drivers in a two-lane traffic simulation [17] . None of these controllers had yet been implemented to control a real-time visual system. Genetic programming and its variants, especially linear genetic programming, has similarities to the cyclic controller used in this paper, but genetic programming is a more generalized evolutionary method and we deemed it excessive for this simple problem [18] . Some of the crossover techniques of linear genetic programming, however, maybe be useful for the cyclic controller and will be explored in future work.
VII. CONCLUSION
The cyclic controller presented in this experiment uses a genetic algorithm to evolve chromosomes that represent a cyclical program that reads visual input and acts according to its interpretation of that input. The cyclic program is made of two basic instructions: jump and action. A jump instruction looks at a color value of an area on the screen and, after comparing the color value to the instruction's threshold, either jumps to another place in the chromosome or steps ahead to the next instruction. An action instruction indicates what action the learning agent should take whenever the cyclical program is ended for a frame of gameplay; the weak action instructions set the action and then move on to the next instruction; the strong action instructions set the action, then stop the program and do the action. The cyclic controller will run each frame until it reaches a strong action or the same instruction is visited twice.
In this experiment the agent learned to shoot an enemy who wandered around randomly in a small room. The room was colored so that the walls, floor, ceiling, and enemy were easily distinguishable, even in grayscale. We ran six tests to the 500th generation and all learned successful behaviors. Their fitnesses were much better than those of the neural network used in the retinal layout experiment, which attempted to solve the same problem. The cyclic controller also used much less computation than did the neural network, because it could prune out the unhelpful visual areas of the screen through evolution.
This cyclic controller was overall very successful. It shows that a simple evolved controller may in some cases be more effecient and effective than a neural network for real-time visual problems. It is the first visual controller of its kind and we plan to make many modifications to enhance it in the future, such as by enabling color blocks instead of just grayscale. We also would like to try it in more complex and visually confusing environments and on more difficult tasks to see how well it can scale. We also will experiment with different crossover techniques that may better preserve the continuity of the cyclic programs, such as by crossing over whole jump sections rather than individual genes.
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